Trondheim May 2013
Dear ICOMOS fellows and colleagues!

More practical information on the European group meeting
First of all we will appreciate your confirmation of taking part in the meeting preferably as
soon as possible and before 20.May.
Please do so to our e-mail address: info@icomos.no.
When you do, you can also add if you have special needs of any kind that we shall know
about before making any arrangements.
Arrival
When you arrive at the airport there are two different bus companies serving the transport in
to Trondheim. It leaves every ten minute, it is convenient and cost about NOK 120,- . The bus
driver will tell the hotels at the different busstop in the center.
The train to Trondheim from the airport leaves app. every hour.
If you order a taxi on the airport it will cost app. NOK 800,-, a pre ordered taxi (flytaxi) you
share with max two others will cost you 375,- NOK
If you arrive by train the station is situated close to the harbor in North of the city center.
There are some buses going from the station to the city centre. But it is also walking
distance to most of the hotels. 15min. to Torvet.

Trondheim city center is small with app. ten min. walking distance from the main square,
Torvet, to its periphery (riverbank and channel) All the hotels mentioned under are situated in
the center.
The price under is guaranteed for bookings made before May 20.
ICOMOS have preordered rooms at different hotels:
Comfort hotel Park: Prinsensgate 4 A
Tel: +47 73 83 39 00
Fax: +47 73 83 39 01
Single room NOK 860,-/night breakfast included
co.park@choice.no
www.nordicchoicehotels.no/Comfort/Comfort-Hotel-Park
This hotel is situated close to where the event is going to take place 2 min. walk.
Quality hotel Augustin is situated in the city center 7 min walking distance
Kongens gate 26
Telephone 73 54 70 00
Single room 870,-/night breakfast included
q.augustin@choise.no ref. nr. for booking 5783
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www.choicehotels.no/quality/no/trondheim-hotel-quality-no017-no

Rica Hotel Nidelven The hotel is situated by the river bank app 10-15 walking distance and
is the best breakfast hotel in Norway
Single room NOK 1295,- /night
www.rica.no/Trondheim

breakfast included

Ref. nr.

City living Hotel Lipp is situated in the city center shopping area.
NOK 645,- single room (only a few available)
Breakfast is not included but 15% reduction at the neighbor bakery/cafeteria
lipp@cityliving.no Ref.ICOMOS
tel. +47 73 53 75 00
www.cityliving.no/no/vare-hoteller/city-living-hotel-lipp-trondheim

There are more hotels that might have a better offer.

On Friday 31 and for 2. june
The arrangement at Fallstad is including a walk in the woods as a part of the seminar. At
Røros with its harsh climate one shall be prepared for bad weather.
We will then advice the participants to bring good shoes for walking. The paths might be a bit
soak and the weather might be chill and wet. As Nordic people we are also prepared for good
weather by just getting the suitable number of layers with clothes of.
We will send you more information about the arrangement as soon as we know more.

We wish to you welcome to the early summer and the bright nights in 30.May to 2.June in
Trøndelag!

Kindy yours

Marie Louise Anker
president
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